
Care & Maintenance for Solid Timber Furniture. 

“To bring out the true beauty of natural timber, we finish most of our furniture in a light 
coating of oil/wax as we believe this gives a better finish and improves the appearance 
of the natural characteristics of the timber.   
Over time as the oil/wax dries out, the color may lighten slightly at which point you can 
apply a new coat of oil/wax to help protect the furniture.  The more oil/wax that is added, 
the darker the finish may become so you can vary the time scales between re-
oiling/waxing to make the table slightly darker or lighter if you wish.”  

Normal care 
Dust your furniture frequently. Wipe with a damp cloth if required. 
Note: Use a well drained cloth and wipe the surface dry, so that no extra water will stay 
on the surface. 

Stains 
Make sure that any spillage of coffee, ketchup or other heavily colored fluid is wiped 
off as soon as possible to prevent from penetrating the wood. 

Wear 
Depending on how much wear the furniture is exposed to, the whole piece or especially 
extra exposed spots should be oiled / waxed frequently. That way, your furniture will 
always have an adequate protection.  
Avoid direct exposure to sunlight for long periods of time.  This may lighten the finishing 
over time and accelerate the evaporation of the protective oil / wax that have soaked into 
the timber.  
Use mats on tables for cups and plates so that there is not direct contact with hot or 
damp items with the timber surface. 

Furniture oil such as TEAK OIL or BEESWAX is available at any DIY or 
Hardware stores. 
Use only high quality, colorless oil / wax for Wooden Furniture.  

Important points 
- Use a damp cloth and wipe dry carefully. 
- Do not use strong alkaline or aggressive detergents. 
- Do not use solvents. 
- Do not use scratching "tools". 
- Do not leave detergent or other fluid on the surface. 
- Do not place near heater or expose to extreme heat. 




